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Accurate FRF Identification of LPV Systems:
nD-LPM with Application to a Medical X-Ray
System
Rick van der Maas, Annemiek van der Maas, Robbert Voorhoeve, and Tom Oomen

Abstract—Linear parameter varying (LPV) controller synthesis is a systematic approach for designing gain-scheduled
controllers. The advances in LPV controller synthesis have
spurred the development of system identification techniques
that deliver the required models. The aim of this paper is to
present an accurate and fast frequency response function (FRF)
identification methodology for LPV systems. A local parametric
modeling approach is developed that exploits smoothness over
frequencies and scheduling parameters. By exploiting the smoothness over frequency as well as over the scheduling parameters,
increased time efficiency in experimentation time and accuracy
of the FRF is obtained. Traditional approaches, i.e., the local
polynomial method (LPM)/local rational method (LRM), are
recovered as a special case of the proposed approach. The
application potential is illustrated by a simulation example as
well as real-life experiments on a medical X-ray system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ONTROLLER synthesis for linear parameter varying
(LPV) systems is a systematic design approach for
gain-scheduled control of nonlinear systems [1], [2]. Gain
scheduled controllers are currently one of the most commonly
applied and popular design methodologies for nonlinear systems such that a guaranteed global performance is obtained.
Examples of LPV systems can be found in many application
areas, ranging from mechanical positioning systems where a
change of position lead to varying dynamics, see, e.g., [3],
[4] for industrial applications, to electromagnetic actuators [5],
shape memory alloy actuators [6], diesel engines [7], and wind
turbine control [8].
The development of LPV control design methodologies has
spurred the research of system identification techniques that
produce the required models, see [9], [10] for early results, and
[11], [12], and [13] for an extensive overview of the present
state of the art. The developments are roughly divided into
two approaches. On the one hand, global approaches are used
to identify an LPV model using a single global experiment.
Examples of global LPV modeling approaches include [10],
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[14], and [15]. On the other hand, local approaches are based
on the identification of a set of “frozen” parameters followed
by interpolation leading to an LPV model [13]. Examples of
local LPV modeling include [3], [16], [17], and [18].
For both global and local LPV identification approaches,
well-designed preliminary tests are extremely valuable when
attempting to present physical systems as parametric LPV
models. Physical systems are typically nonlinear and timevarying to a certain extent. The additional complexity and
modeling costs that are associated with modeling a system
as LPV have to be justified from the accuracy requirements
that originate from the modeling goal. A typical approach for
pre-testing in LPV systems is to estimate nonparametric LTI
systems for certain frozen operating conditions, where the
frozen parameters are the ones that are expected to induce
the parameter dependent behavior. Note that preliminary pretesting is quite standard in applications of system identification
[19, Chap. 10].
The identification of frequency response functions (FRF)
has been significantly advanced over the recent years, see [20]
for a recent overview of the state-of-the-art methods. For LTI
systems, local parametric modeling approaches and extensions
have recently been an important aspect in the developments
of nonparametric identification approaches, see [21] for the
local polynomial method (LPM) and [22] for the local rational
method (LRM), see also [23], and [20, Chap. 7]. These
methods exploit the smoothness of the FRF to reduce the
variance and transient errors compared to alternative methods.
Although both LPV and nonparametric identification have
been significantly developed individually, the LPV behavior
is not yet exploited during nonparametric FRF modeling. The
aim of this paper is to develop an accurate and fast approach
for the identification of nonparametric frozen LTI models of
LPV systems. The main idea to exploit the fact that the
behavior of an LPV system is typically a smooth function
of the frequency as well as the scheduling variable. Direct
application of the method include pre-testing and local LPV
modeling.
The main contribution of this paper is a framework for
nonparametric LPV modeling of systems with m scheduling parameters. Both open-loop and closed-loop operating
conditions are described and multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) systems are considered. The approach is validated
on a simulation example and the application potential is
demonstrated on a real-life high performance medical X-ray
system. This paper aims to develop non-parametric identifica-
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tion techniques tailored for LPV systems, where the proposed
approach has several advantages over pre-existing methods,
including the following.
•

•

•

The approach has an increased time efficiency in experimentation time and accuracy of the frequency response
functions.
The proposed method incorporates the advantage of
LPM/LRM to use transient responses, i.e., in addition
to data measured after the system achieved steadystate conditions, the transient response is used for the
estimation of the FRF. Particularly for LPV systems,
this property might lead to significant experimentation
time reductions, since the scheduling variable has to be
changed for each frozen LTI measurement. For MIMO
systems, local parametric approaches enable the estimation of the frequency response matrix (FRM) in a
single experiment [24]. Hence, for multivariable systems,
significant experimental time reductions are obtained.
The approach is applicable to both periodic (e.g., multisine), and non-periodic (e.g., noise) excitation signals and
a local quantification of the errors imposed by the frozen
parameter compared to a true local LTI representation can
be obtained via the best linear approximation (BLA).

Finally, it is pointed out that several related identification
techniques have been developed in literature. The first step
in obtaining a FRF is the conversion of data to the frequency
domain by virtue of the Fourier transformation. In the proposed approach, the Fourier transform is taken for each data
set separately, and subsequently processed using the proposed
approach. An alternative approach is to extend the Fourier
transform as in [25], [26] where higher-dimensional Fourier
transforms are applied to reconstruct spatial acoustic fields in
mechanical systems. Although higher order Fourier transforms
potentially enable the direct global identification of the FRF,
the proposed frozen parameter approach avoid issues arising
from dynamic scheduling. Second, in the line of research
[27], [28], [29], time-varying systems are investigated using
related problems. Essentially, this relates to the LPV case by
taking only time as scheduling variable, see [30, Sec. 1]. As
a result, the extrapolation properties of the model are more
restrictive, and the resulting model is not directly suitable for
LPV controller synthesis algorithms.
Preliminary research in the non-parametric identification
framework for LPV systems in this work has resulted in a 2DLPM approach using non-periodic excitation signals in [31],
which is illustrated using simulations on a simple experimental
system. In [32] a preliminary investigation is done regarding
the local rational method (LRM) in a 2D setting. In the present
paper, the following contributions are identified: a full nDLPM framework for LPV systems with, extended derivations,
theory, practical considerations, interpretation, and an experimental study on a medical X-ray system. It should be noted
that the method assumes that experiments can be performed in
a frozen manner, hence, the method is only applicable under
fixed or slowly varying scheduling parameters.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the considered
class of systems is introduced and a problem description is
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presented. In Sec. III the traditional local polynomial method
and the novel nD-LPM approach are presented. In Sec. V and
VI simulation and experimental results of a medical X-ray
system are presented respectively. The work concludes with
conclusions and a discussion on ongoing work in Sec. VII.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
A. Linear Parameter Varying Systems
Many systems exhibit to a certain extent parameter dependent behavior on non-stationary parameters, e.g., position or
temperature. These systems fit into the LPV framework. Consider the MIMO parameter dependent state-space formulation
[30, Chap. 1],
ẋ(t) = A(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm )x(t) + B(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm )u(t)
,
y(t) = C(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm )x(t) + D(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm )u(t)
(1)
with nu inputs and ny outputs, x(t) ∈ Rnx the state vector,
u(t) ∈ Rnu and y(t) ∈ Rny the input and output vector
respectively, and A ∈ Rnx ×nx , B ∈ Rnx ×nu , C ∈ Rny ×nx ,
and D ∈ Rny ×nu the system matrices which depend on
the m scheduling parameters θ1 , . . . , θm . For a given set of
scheduling parameters θ, which is assumed to be frozen, the
transfer function is given by,
G(s, θ) = C(θ)(sI − A(θ))−1 B(θ) + D(θ),

(2)

where the short notation G(s, θ) is defined by,
G(s, θ) := G(s, θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θm ).

(3)

The trajectory of (a subset of) the scheduling parameters can
also be a function of the states of the system, e.g., θ = f (x(t)),
which directly implies that LPV systems can be used to
represent a class of nonlinear systems.
Throughout, it is assumed that the scheduling parameters
can be frozen during the experiment, i.e., θ = θ ∗ , resulting
in local LTI behavior of the system, which is a standard
assumption in many local LPV approaches, including [3], [4],
and [16]. In this case, for all possible θ, the description in (1)
generates an infinite family of LTI models, where for each LTI
model, it is assumed that the dynamic behavior of the system
is smooth in the frequency domain, i.e., it is assumed that the
FRF can be locally approximated by a polynomial of finite
order.
This assumption enforces smoothness of the approximation
over frequencies, as is analyzed in detail in [33]. Additional to
this assumed smoothness, it is assumed that there is smoothness over the scheduling degrees-of-freedom. The physical
implementation of this assumption is that between two frozen
experiments, the variation of the scheduling parameter is
limited. Hence, smoothness over the scheduling parameter is
imposed and enables a smooth approximation of the dynamical
behavior using finite order polynomial functions in multiple
dimensions, which is employed in Sec. III.
B. Overall Approach
The goal of this paper is to obtain accurate local frequency
response functions for LPV systems. Traditional approaches,
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e.g., the local polynomial method (LPM) or the local rational
method (LRM), enable a combined estimation of dynamical
system behavior and transient effects. Hence, measured data
while there is still a significant transient contribution can
be exploited for the estimation of the plant, enabling fast
measurements for LTI systems. The current fast methods
for the LPM and LRM enable the faster measurements by
exploiting the transient period of a measurement and estimate
the dynamical behavior over the frequency direction. However,
no smoothness between several frozen LTI models is considered. By exploiting this smoothness, as described in (1),
a more efficient and accurate method for the nonparametric
identification of an LPV system is achieved for the frozen
LTI models.

Y (αP + r) = Ty (ΩαP +r ) + V (αP + r).

III. N D-LPM A PPROACH
In Sec. III-A, the basic definitions and concepts are introduced, followed by the proposed nD-LPM approach for openloop MIMO systems in Sec. III-B. In Sec. III-C, the proposed
approach is extended for systems operating in closed-loop,
followed by an analysis of the covariance in Sec. III-D and
a bias-variance trade-off analysis in Sec. III-E. This section
concludes with implementation aspects, including numerical
conditioning and boundary effects over both the frequency
direction as well as scheduling degrees-of-freedom.
A. Local Polynomial Method
The proposed local parametric approach exploits the LPM
for LTI systems, e.g., θ = θ ∗ as developed for arbitrary
excitation signals in [34] and for periodic excitation signals in
[24] and [20, Sec. 7.3]. The focus in this paper is on periodic
excitations signals due to the associated advantages, see [35,
Sec. 2.6]. The approach can be directly extended towards
arbitrary excitation signals, see [31]. The LPM is based on
a local approximation of the dynamical systems behavior as
well as the transient effects using a polynomial function of
finite order.
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is defined as
X(k, θ ∗ ) = √

1
PN

PX
N −1

x(nTs , θ ∗ )e−i2πnk/P N ,

(4)

n=0

with P the number of measured periods of a periodic excitation signal, N the number of samples per period, and Ts the
sampling period in seconds. For periodic signals without external disturbances, X(k 6= αP, θ ∗ ) = 0 ∀ α = 1, . . . , N/2.
All intermediate frequencies are indicated by k = αP + r,
with
r = ±1, ±2, . . . , ±(P − 1), ±(P + 1), . . . , ±nE ,

with V (αP ) a band-limited zero-mean measurement noise,
U (αP ) and Y (αP ) the input and output DFT spectra respectively, G(ΩαP ) the local dynamical behavior of the system,
and Ty (ΩαP ) the local transient effects. The input signals
are random phase multisine signals, see [20, Sec. 3.7] for a
more detailed description. For MIMO systems it is crucial
that all inputs are excited with independent multisine signals,
which is guaranteed by the aforementioned class of input
signals. The notation ΩαP is adopted from [20] and denotes
a generalized transform variable evaluated at DFT frequency
αP , i.e., in the Laplace domain ΩαP = jωαP and in the
Z-domain ΩαP = e−jωαP Ts , with Ts the sampling period.
Exploiting the properties of periodic excitation signals, i.e,
U (αP + r) = 0, it follows that,

(5)

(7)

Based on the difference between (6) and (7), a two-step
procedure is generally pursued and discussed extensively in
[20, Sec. 7.3]. First, based on (7) the leakage effects are
estimated. Second, the leakage effects are compensated for in
(6) enabling a more accurate estimation of G(ΩαP ). Note that
only the LPM is introduced in this paper for the nD approach.
The LRM is an extension of the proposed approach and is
submitted for publication in a 2D-framework in [32].
Step 1: In the LPM, the leakage effects Ty (ΩαP +r ) are
approximated by a Taylor series expansion around the frequencies αP , i.e.,
∞
X
1 ∂ x Ty (ΩαP ) x
r ,
Ty (ΩαP +r ) = Ty (ΩαP ) +
x!
∂Ωx
x=1
= Ty (ΩαP ) +

Qt
X

x=1

tx rx + O,

(8)

with Qt a design variable that specifies the order of the
polynomial, tx the complex coefficients to be estimated, and
O the higher error terms, neglected to obtain a finite order of
the Taylor series expansion. Substitution of (8) in (7) results
in the linear system,
Y (αP + r) = Ty (ΩαP ) +

Qt
X

tx rx + Ṽ (αP + r),

x=1

Yt = Θt Kt + Ṽt ,

(9)

with Yt a row vector with all values for r in the columns,
hence, Yt ∈ Rny ×2nE ,


Θt = Ty (ΩαP ) t1 . . . tQt ∈ Cny ×(Qt +1) , (10)

and, Kt ∈ R(Qt +1)×2nE is defined by,

Kt = [ K(−nE ) . . . K(−1) K(1) . . .


1
 r



K(r) =  .
 ∈ R(Qt +1)×1 .
 ..


K(nE )

], (11)

(12)

with nE the user-defined number of non-excited frequencies,
which satisfy X(k = αP + r, θ ∗ ) = 0, see also [36] for an
analysis of this property.
At the excited frequencies k = αP , the open-loop output
spectrum is given by,

Equation (9) is unknown in the parameters in Θt . By defining
the cost function,

Y (αP ) = G(ΩαP )U (αP ) + Ty (ΩαP ) + V (αP ),

J = arg min kYt − Θ̂t Kt k2F ,

(6)

rQt

Θ̂t

(13)
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solving of the unknown parameters in (9) is recast in a leastsquares problem which can be solved accurately.
Step 2: After obtaining the estimated T̂y (ΩαP ), the output
spectrum at the excited frequency bins given in (6) is compensated according to,
Yc (αP ) = Y (αP ) − T̂y (ΩαP ),

(14)

Yc (αP ) = G(ΩαP )U (αP ) + Ṽ (αP ),

(15)

resulting in,

where Ṽ includes the measurement noise and the modeling
error of the transient behavior in step 1. The estimation of
Ĝ(ΩαP ) is obtained by a similar procedure. By defining a
new frequency window,
w = −n, − (n − 1), . . . , 0, . . . , (n − 1), n,

(16)

with n a user-defined number of frequencies, a window of
excited frequencies is selected by G(Ω(α+w)P ). The Taylor
series expansion of the plant is given by,
G(Ω(α+w)P ) = G(ΩαP ) +
= G(ΩαP ) +

∞
X
1 ∂ x G(ΩαP ) x
w ,
x!
∂Ωx
x=1
Qg
X

x=1

gx wx + O,

(17)

with Qg again a design variable that specifies the order of the
polynomial. Substitution of (17) in (15) results in,


Qp
X
Yc ((α + w)P ) = G(ΩαP ) +
gx wx  U ((α + w)P )
x=1

+ Ṽ ((α + w)P ),

Yg = Θg Kg + Ṽg ,

(18)

with Yg a row vector with all values for w from (16) in
Yc ((α + w)P ) in the columns,


Θg = G(ΩαP ) g1 . . . gQg ∈ Cny ×nu (Qg +1) , (19)

where gx ∀ x are defined as tx in step 1, and
Kg ∈ Cnu (Qg +1)×(2n+1) defined by


Kg = L(−n) . . . L(0) . . . L(n) ,
(20)


1
 w 


L(w) =  .  ⊗ U ((α + w)P ) ,
(21)
 .. 
w Qg
with ⊗ indicating the Kronecker product, which is recast in a
least-squares problem similar to (13), see also [36].
The above two-step procedure can be followed to identify
frozen frequency response functions of LPV systems. In the
next section, a more efficient procedure is developed that
exploits the scheduling directions in addition to smoothness
over the frequencies.

B. nD Local Parameteric Approach for LPV Systems
An intuitive approach to identify LPV systems is using the
local LPV modeling techniques. In the local LPV approaches,
several LTI experiments are performed and the system is
identified independently for each of these poses. This approach
is graphically indicated in Fig. 1, in which it is observed that
there is no relation between the individual models.
The main contribution in this paper is an identification
approach for LPV systems using higher-dimensional functions
that extends local parametric methods to exploit smoothness
in the scheduling variables. The proposed method is to exploit
a combination of the assumptions in the introduction, i.e.,
smoothness over both the frequency as well as the scheduling
degree of freedom. In Fig. 2, a graphical interpretation of the
idea is presented for a single scheduling parameter. A smooth
surface is used rather than individual functions to identify
the behavior of the plant as a smooth function of both the
frequency and the scheduling parameter.
Exploiting the LPM as presented in Sec. III-A with higherdimensional functions, local estimations over multiple LTI
measurements can be obtained. A typical approximation of a
smooth function is a Taylor series expansion. The Taylor series
expansion of a higher-dimensional function is used in this
paper to describe the systems’ dynamics, resulting in a linear
least-squares optimization to obtain a local parametrization of
an LPV system.
The output spectrum at the non-excited frequency bins k =
αP + r of the full LPV system is given by,
Y (αP + r, θ β ) = Ty (ΩαP +r , θ β ) + V (αP + r, θ β ). (22)
For each frozen set of scheduling parameters, i.e., each LTI
measurement, step 1 from Sec. III-A is repeated to estimate the
leakage effects. Since it typically cannot be guaranteed that the
initial states of the system are the same for each individual LTI
experiment, it is assumed that there is no correlation between
the transient effects of the individual LTI experiments. Hence,
leakage is considered a frequency effect only.
The proposed approach follows the local frequency window
as defined in (16) from step 2 in Sec. III-A. Furthermore,
additional local windows are employed over the scheduling
directions, which are spanned by the vectors of dimensions
2pi + 1,
zi = −pi , − (pi − 1), . . . , 0, . . . , (pi − 1), pi ,

(23)

∀i = 1, 2, . . . , m, which can be user-defined independently
for each scheduling parameter. Similar to the short notation in
(3), a local frequency and scheduling domain is denoted by,
G(Ω(α+w)P , θ β + z) := G(Ω(α+w)P , θ1 + z1 , . . . , θm + zm ),
(24)
where the subscript β indicates a specific frozen set of scheduling parameters and z the local window for all scheduling
parameters, defined similar to θ. The red plane in Fig. 2 spans
the domain (α + w)P and θ β + z.
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Fig. 3: Simplified feedback interconnection.
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Fig. 1: Graphical interpretation of the LPM on several LTI
poses. In blue, the perturbed plant is shown; in red, the
estimated LTI models using the LPM; in black dots, the
estimated plant dynamics is indicated.

in an arbitrary choice for each scheduling parameter and the
frequency axis. The only hard constraint is the fact that the
upper limit of each of the summations should remain positive.
Substitution of the desired approximation order from (25)
into the compensated output spectrum at the excited frequency
lines as given in (15), results again in a linear set of equations.
Note that the order selection is not necessarily identical
for over the frequencies or the various scheduling directions.
Furthermore, if no scheduling parameters are included, i.e., θ
is again chosen as a single frozen set of scheduling parameters,
the LPM as presented in Sec. III-A is recovered.
C. Closed-Loop Operating Conditions
Many systems are operating in closed-loop as indicated in
Fig. 3 for stabilization or to achieve an increased performance.
The closed-loop output can be defined as, [20, Sec. 7.3],


Y (k, θ)
Z(k, θ) =
∈ Cnu +ny ,
(26)
U (k, θ)

Amplitude

6
4

with Y (k, θ) and U (k, θ) the DFT of the measured plant input
and output. The output spectra for the closed loop are given
by,
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Fig. 2: Graphical interpretation of the 2D-LPM over several
LTI poses. In blue, the perturbed plant is shown; in red, the
estimated LPV model using the proposed 2D-LPM; in black,
the estimated plant dynamics is indicated.

The corresponding nD-Taylor series expansion for multiple
variables, each with a user-defined order, is given by [37],
G(Ω(α+w)P , θ β + z) =
Qg
X

Qz1 −i1

i1 =0

i2 =0

X

Qzm −

...

m
P

x=1
X

im+1 =0

ix






w i1

m
Q

x=1
m+1
Q
x=1

i
zxx+1

ix !

m+1
P

∂ x=1

(25)

ix

∂Ωi1

G(ΩαP , θ β ) 
,
m

Q
ix+1
∂θx

x=1

with Qg and Qzi ∀i = 1, 2, . . . m indicating user-defined
variables that enables the order selection over frequencies
and each scheduling parameter respectively. Note that the
approximation orders as indicated in (25) should satisfy Qg ≤
Qz1 ≤ . . . ≤ Qzm . The inequality constraint on the orders
is flexible up to an interchange of the summations, resulting

Z(k, θ) = Gwz (Ωk , θ)W (k, θ) + Twz (Ωk , θ) + Vz (k, θ),
(27)
with W (k, θ) a user-defined excitation signal, and Vz (k, θ)
a noise term. The transfer function Gwz (Ωk ) is given by the
mapping,

 

Gwy
G
Gwz : w 7→ z :=
=
(I + CG)−1 . (28)
Gwu
I
Similarly, Twz (Ωk ) in (27), is the transient corresponding to
the mapping from w 7→ z.
The closed-loop output spectrum in (27) is, after substitution
of Y (s) by Z(s), directly applicable for the LPM as described
in Sec. III-A for each frozen scheduling set or the proposed
nD-LPM approach in Sec. III-B. After obtaining an estimation
for Gwz , the open-loop plant estimation is obtained by [20,
Sec. 2.6],
G(Ωk , θ) = Gwy (Ωk , θ)G−1
wu (Ωk , θ),

(29)

for all Ωk for which Gwu is nonsingular.
D. Covariance Analysis
To quantify the quality of the obtained frequency response
measurement, a variance analysis is presented in the current
section for the closed-loop situation. The open-loop covariance
is obtained by replacing the closed-loop output signals Z, (27),
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by the open-loop output signals Y , (6). The use of periodic
excitation signals enables a distinction between external noise
disturbances and (periodic) nonlinear distortions within the
system. The estimation of the covariance as a result of noise is
fully based on the estimation of the transient, i.e., on the nonexcited frequency bins only a combination of leakage effects
as well as external disturbances is present, see also [20] for
details. By defining the residuals of the least-squares problem
by
Rt = Zt − Θ̂t Kt ,
(30)
where Zt is defined similar to Yt in step 1, the sample
covariance due to measurement noise is approximated by
µ
n
(31)
Ĉz (αP, θ β ) = Rt RH
t ,
q
H
with µ = 1 + kΣV[1,:]
k2F , as is defined in [20, Sec. 7.3.2.2],
where Σ and V are obtained from the singular value decomposition KtH = UΣV H , with the subscript [1, :] indicating the
first row, and
q = 2nE − rank(Kt ).
(32)

After the correction of the output signal for the transient
effects, the remaining disturbance sources are measurement
noise and (periodic) nonlinear distortions, [20]. The residuals
of the plant estimations are therefore used for the estimation
of the total sample covariance on the output signal. The total
sample covariance is defined by
t

Ĉz (αP, θ β ) =

1
Rg RH
g ,
q

(33)

where the residual Rg is defined as,
Rg = Zg − Θ̂g Kg ,

(34)

where Zg and Kg are defined as in step 2 for all frequencies
and scheduling parameters in the local domain, which follows
from (18) and the nD result as presented in Sec. III-B for
the open-loop situation, i.e., Zc = Yc , or the closed-loop
equivalent with Zc , and
q = (2n + 1)

m
Y

(2pi + 1) − rank(Kg ).

ĈG = (Gwu ⊗ [Iny , − G])ĈGwz (Gwu ⊗ [Iny , − G])H . (38)
Note that for the open-loop case the estimation of the sample
covariances is equivalent; however, the final mapping in (38),
which corresponds to (29), is not required since Gwz = G
for open-loop systems. By estimation of the difference between the total sample covariance, (33), and the sample noise
covariance, (31), an estimation for the stochastic nonlinear
distortions is obtained. A detailed analysis of the sample
covariances for the LPM can be found in [20, Sec. 7.3.7] and
[24]. Extensive literature is available on the analysis of covariances on FRF measurements. BLA analysis as discussed in
[20, Sec. 4.3] can be used to validate the obtained covariances
on, however, this requires extensive experiment times.
E. Bias-variance trade-off
As discussed extensively in [20], many non-parametric
system identification methods result in some bias on the
estimation of the dynamical behavior. For the LPM, the main
contributions to the bias are interpolation errors and imperfect
leakage estimations. Although the nD-LPM approach exploits
more data points to estimate the FRM and therefore will result
in a lower variance on the estimation, the additional interpolations over the scheduling parameters will introduce additional
interpolation bias. As long as the bias remains sufficiently
small, i.e., below the noise level or below the interpolation
bias introduced by the interpolation over the frequencies, the
overall estimation error is expected to be smaller for the nDLPM than for the LPM. The bias can be tuned by the order
of the polynomials over the scheduling parameters to balance
the bias-variance trade-off. A higher order polynomial will, in
general, result in a lower interpolation bias. When an increase
in the order of the polynomial no longer results in a lower
estimated variance, as given by (38), the bias-variance tradeoff can be considered balanced.

(35)

x=1

F. Implementation Aspects
n

The sample covariances related to the output spectra, i.e., Ĉz
as well as t Ĉz , are mapped to an estimation of the sample
covariance on the estimated closed-loop plant dynamics according to,
ĈGwz (ΩαP , θ β ) = S H S ⊗ Ĉz (αP, θ β ),

mapping from the estimated sample covariances of the closedloop transfer functions included in Gwz to the open-loop plant
G is done according to [20, Sec. 7.2.7],

(36)

with the bar on S H S represents the complex conjugate of the
term, ⊗ the Kronecker product, and


Inu
S = K H (KK H )−1
,
(37)
Odim(K,1)−nu ×nu
where Inu is a square identity matrix of dimensions nu and
Odim(K,1)−nu ×nu a zero matrix where dim(K, 1) indicates the
number of rows of the K matrix. Matrix K represents Kt
and Kg respectively for the sample covariance estimations due
to noise and the total sample covariance estimation. A final

Border effects: For both the transient estimation as well as
the plant estimation, described in step 1 and 2 of Sec. III-A
respectively, border effects at the edges of the frequency
grid are present. Recall that for the transient estimation,
only unexcited frequencies are evaluated. The DC-term of a
periodic excitation signal is typically chosen zero, allowing for
a full definition of the local frequency window r as defined
in (5) for the lower frequency range. However, typically the
Nyquist frequency is excited, leading to a degenerate local
window for k ≥ (N/2)P . For the plant estimation, only the
excited frequencies are evaluated, leading to a degenerate local
window w as in (16) for k ≤ nP and k ≥ (N/2 − n)P .
To deal with the edges of the frequency grid, the use of
an asymmetric window around the evaluated frequency k is
presented in [34]. An alternative approach that exploits the
periodicity of the DFT over the frequency is presented in [22].
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A similar phenomenon is encountered when local windows
over the scheduling parameters are evaluated. The edges of
the scheduling domain, i.e., θi ≤ θimin + pi and θi ≥ θimax − pi ,
lead also to a degenerate local window. In addition to the
asymmetric window and exploiting the periodicity of the DFT,
an adaptive window size in the scheduling domain can be
implemented such that at θi = θimin or θi = θimax the traditional
LPM is recovered, i.e., pi = 0. Depending on the system
properties and the users preference, a suitable approach is
selected.
Numerical stability: If the least-squares problems are poorly
conditioned, numerical difficulties may arise. In [34] is an
approach presented for enhanced conditioning, which can be
applied in both step 1 and 2 as presented in Sec. III-A as well
as for the alternative step 2 exploiting the proposed nD-LPM.
In particular, let
K̃ = D−1 K,
(39)
with,
D(i, i) =



kK(i, :)k2
1

if
if

kK(i, :)k2 =
6 0
,
kK(i, :)k2 = 0

(40)

where : indicates all items in row i, and scale the least squares
solution as Θ̂ = Θ̃D−1 .
IV. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION AND M EASUREMENT G OAL
To illustrate the potential of the proposed approach, a simulation example and real-life experiments are performed on an
interventional C-arc based medical X-ray system as indicated
in Fig. 5. Interventional X-ray systems are typically used to
obtain high-definition 3D reconstructions of the interior of the
human body and enable imaging during minimal invasive procedures. The system has two actively controlled motion axis,
indicated by the input currents u1 and u2 corresponding to
the angles θ1 and θ2 in Fig. 6 respectively. The motions of the
system are measured using collocated incremental encoders on
the motor axis, indicated by ye = [ θ1 θ2 ]T , which are also
used for feedback purposes. For imaging purposes, the system
is equipped with acceleration sensors located at the X-ray
detector, measuring three orthogonal local degrees of freedom,
indicated by ya = [ ẍ ÿ z̈ ]T . These measurements are not
exploited in the feedback/control loop as indicated in Fig. 4.
The system under consideration exhibits inherent linear
parameter varying behavior. A changing pose of the system, of
which one example is indicated in Fig. 6, results in different
stiffness and damping properties between the actuator and the
measured position. Additionally, the center of gravity of the
system is not located in the center of rotation, resulting in
position depending dynamics, even in the collocated measurements.
To enhance readability, only a single scheduling parameter
is evaluated in this paper, which is a semi-circular motion of
θ2 ranging from −90 to 90 degrees as indicated in Fig. 6.
Due to the geometric change of the system, the dynamical
behavior is a direct function of the angle θ2 . Hence, the
system exhibits typical LPV behavior due to changing mass
distributions, hence due to pole variations. Additionally, the

G
w
setpoint

e

−

C

vy a

Gya
u

vy e
Gye


ya 




ye






y

Fig. 4: Simplified feedback interconnection; y indicates the
total output of the system, with ye = [θ1 , θ2 ]T indicating the
encoder measurements, and ya = [ẍ, ÿ, z̈]T indicating the
acceleration measurements.

non-collocated positioning of the acceleration sensors results
in additional varying zero locations.
Input u1 corresponding to θ1 is only used to apply periodic
excitation signals to the system, but is considered frozen as a
scheduling parameter.
The goal of the measurement is to identify the plant G
indicated in Fig. 4. Note that a subset of the outputs is used
for feedback, hence the closed-loop approach as presented in
Sec. III-C is adopted. By defining y(t) = [ya (t), ye (t)]T , the
situation in Fig. 3 is recovered, i.e., the closed loop transfer
function


Gya
Gwy : w 7→ y :=
(I + CGye )−1 = G(I + CGye )−1
Gye
(41)
enables a direct computation of the plant G by postmultiplication with G−1
wu as in (29) where Gwu : w 7→ u :=
(I + CGye )−1 .
Finally, the dynamical behavior of the system is symmetric
when the scheduling range for θ1 is extended, i.e., −90 ≥ θ1 ≥
90 degrees, as a result of the semi-circular motion. Hence, also
over the scheduling direction symmetry is exploited to deal
with the border effects.
Since only a single scheduling parameter is considered, a
2D-LPM approach is obtained. The nD Taylor series expansion
of the plant in (25) reduces to,
G(Ω(α+w)P , θ1 + z) = G(ΩαP , θ1 ) +

Qz QX
g −i1
X

gi1 ,i2 wi2 z i1 ,

i1 =1 i2 =1

where,
gi1 ,i2 =

∂ i1 +i2 G(ΩαP , θ1 )
,
∂Ωi2 ∂θ1i1

(42)
(43)

with Qg and Qz user-defined variables to select the order of
the approximation over the frequency and scheduling direction
respectively.
V. S IMULATION E XAMPLE
In this section, the potential of the proposed approach is
illustrated using a simulation model of the medical X-ray
system in Sec. IV.
The main goal of the simulation example is to present a
comparison between the LPM and the nD-LPM in terms of
bias and variance. It should be noted that the system is MIMO,
even though only a single scheduling parameter is exploited,
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Fig. 5: Philips Allura Centron interventional X-ray system.

θ2
ÿ
z̈
θ1

z̈

θ1
ÿ
θ2

Fig. 6: Schematic representation of geometrical effect of
scheduling variable θ2 .

to 7f, etc., that the plant estimations from the proposed 2D
approach appear less noisy and take the underlying dynamical
behavior into account better compared to the LPM. Looking
at the diagonal terms of the systems dynamics, i.e., G11 and
G22 , the overall behavior over the entire frequency-scheduling
domain appear smoother using the 2D approach. Looking at
G21 , the systems dynamics remain relatively noisy using both
approaches, however, the anti-resonance using the 2D-LPM
approach is more clearly than using the LPM. The effects
of measurement noise on the estimations has been reduced
significantly.
To enable a quantitative comparison, the estimation error
and variance are evaluated. Since an estimation error is only
available when the true system is known, the simulation model
is exploited for this analysis. For each frozen scheduling parameter set, the LTI plant is determined. In Fig. 8, a qualitative
measure for the performance of the two methods is shown for
a single scheduling parameter. The absolute estimation error,
defined by,
e[i,j] = G[i,j] − G[i,j]
,
(44)
x
with the superscript [i, j] the elements of the transfer function
matrix, G the true system, Gx represents any estimated system,
with G2DLP M the plant dynamics obtained using the 2DLPM approach and GLP M the plant dynamics from the LPM
approach per LTI. The total variance follows from (33) after
mapping to the plant using (36). Note that the estimation error
is not a general quality measure, since for physical systems, the
true system dynamics underlying the identification experiment
are unknown.
Besides comparing the LPM for each LTI position independently and the 2D-LPM, an additional comparison is shown
in Fig. 8b, where a moving average filter is used over the
scheduling parameter on the results of the LPM. The moving
average filter is calculated using,

in the sense of a single degree of freedom of the system. A
simplified model with input u = [u1 , u2 ]T and output y =
[ya,1 , ye,2 ]T = [ẍ, θ2 ]T is used for the simulations.
Numerical experiments are performed using a multisine
excitation signal with a period length of 10 seconds leading to a spectral distance of 0.1 Hz. The experiments have
identical excitation frequencies and a flat spectrum. Each
period is repeated 6 times leading to a measurement time
of 60 seconds for each of the frozen scheduling parameter
sets. Over the full scheduling domain, 25 frozen positions are
defined, leading to a total measurement time of 25 minutes.
An additive measurement noise is included such that the SNR
for the acceleration and encoder measurement are 30dB and
20dB respectively. The simulated measurements, obtained in
a closed-loop situation as in Sec. III-C, are processed using
the standard approach as in Sec. III-A and using the proposed
nD-LPM approach as presented in Sec. III-B, where for the
single scheduling parameter the Taylor series expansion as in
(42) is used.
The resulting plant estimations are shown in Fig. 8 for
the LPM and the 2D-LPM where the parameters indicated
in Table I are used. It is observed by comparing 7a to 7e, 7b

where Gs is the smoothened plant. Although this filter does
not relate the dynamics in the obtained FRM to the measured
data, it does provide a comparison between a simple additional
step on the LPM and the proposed 2D-LPM.
Figure 8b shows that the estimation errors from the LPM
are larger than the proposed 2D-LPM and the result after
additional smoothening. Comparing the latter two methods
it can be seen that, in general, the 2D-LPM has the lowest
estimation error. Additional to the improved estimation errors,
the estimated variances are significantly lower using the 2DLPM approach, which leads to the conclusion that, for this
simulation example, the nD-LPM approach enables an accurate and efficient estimation of the plant dynamics without
introducing additional estimation errors.

TABLE I: Local estimation parameters

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Tuning parameters
LPM
2D-LPM

Qg
3
3

Qt
2
2

Qz
−
1

n
8
8

pi
−
2

Gs (ΩαP , θ β ) =

1
1 X
GLP M (ΩαP , θ β + m),
3 m=−1

(45)

The proposed approach is applied to the experimental medical X-ray system in Fig. 5. Similar experiments are performed
as described in Sec. V. However, due to the presence of
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Fig. 7: Simulation results. Figs. (a)-(d): estimated using the LPM on each LTI position as in Fig. 1; Figs. (e)-(h): estimated
using the 2D-LPM as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 8: Indication of the performance of the method. The actual
plant, at a single scheduling parameter (black) is compared to
the total estimated variance in Fig. 8a and the absolute estimation error in Fig. 8b. The LPM (blue) and the 2D-LPM (reddashed) are compared in these figures. The estimation errors
resulting from smoothening the LPM is included (yellow) in
Fig. 8b.

significant nonlinear effects as a result of friction, the measurement time is increased. A multisine excitation signal is used
using a period length of 30 seconds. The excitation signal is
repeated 10 times, leading to a total measurement time for each
frozen scheduling parameter of 5 minutes. A total of 13 LTI
measurements is performed, leading to a total measurement
time of 65 minutes.
The resulting plant estimations for the diagonal elements
are illustrated for the LPM and the nD-LPM approach in
Fig. 9. The parameter varying dynamics of the system are
clearly visible in the obtained FRFs, resulting in shifting resonance and antiresonance frequencies and changing damping
coefficients for the different measurements. It is observed that
the plant estimation using the proposed approach is smoother
than using the LPM. In Fig. 10, the corresponding variances

and estimation of stochastic nonlinearities are shown for a
single pose of the system. The variances as a result of the
noise contributions are again significantly lower using the 2DLPM than using the LPM, since more closely neighboring
frequencies are exploited to estimate the local functions on. It
can be seen that over the entire frequency range, the variance
of the 2D-LPM is significantly lower than using the LPM for
each LTI position. This result has been obtained using the
exact same measured data.
The selection of the amplitude of the multisine signal is
critical. For controller design, the excitation signal should be
as close to the real application as possible, however, for the
identification of LTI models in the system, the excitation signal
should be sufficiently small. For large excitation magnitudes,
dynamical behavior in the neighborhood of the desired local
LTI is included in the measurement due to the inherently
larger output signal. Hence, a local averaged LTI estimation is
obtained. As a result, the estimation of the stochastic nonlinear
distortions is increasing. Depending on the rate of variation
of the dynamical behavior as a function of the scheduling
parameter, the amplitude of the multisine should be chosen
sufficiently small to approximate the LTI behavior with the
BLA accurately. The stochastic nonlinearities give an indication if the frozen operating condition is satisfied throughout
the experiment. In Fig. 10 it is shown that the estimation of
the stochastic nonlinearities is significantly smaller than the
estimated plant amplitude, leading to confidence in the chosen
multisine amplitude, i.e., the estimation is not dominated by
nonlinearities.
Looking at the FRF of the system, obtained using the
LPM and the 2D-LPM approach, it can be concluded that
the obtained results appear significantly more smooth using
the proposed approach. Additionally, the obtained covariances
corresponding to the identified systems dynamics show a
significant desirable reduction of approximately 20 dB for all
frequencies.
The result in Fig. 9 show shifts of (anti)resonances and
a change of gain over the scheduling domain which can be
directly related to the physics of the system. The dominant
frequency at approximately 14 Hz is directly related to a
natural frequency induced by the non-rigid connection of the
detector to the C-arc, which is constant over the scheduling
domain. However, other frequencies are typically related to
changes in relative stiffness’ as a result of a change in the
mechanical structure as indicated in Fig. 6. The obtained
nonparametric frequency response functions can directly be
applied for local LPV modeling and controller analysis.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an nD-LPM approach for nonparametric
frequency response function modeling of LPV systems is
presented. Based on recent advances in local parametric approaches for FRF identification, an approach that exploits
smoothness over the scheduling parameter is introduced. The
theory is developed and the potential of the approach is
illustrated on a simulation example and experiments on a
medical X-ray system.
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Fig. 9: Experimental results. On the left, the diagonal plant elements G11 and G22 are shown using the traditional approach.
On the right, the same elements are shown using the proposed 2D-LPM approach.

Based on the simulation and real-life experimental results,
it is shown that the proposed approach has several advantages
over existing local parametric methods. Due to the use of
local parametric approximations, all data, including the data
obtained before reaching steady-state, is used. This is a
significant improvement, particularly for LPV systems where
multiple experiments over multiple scheduling parameter sets
are required in a local approach. Local parametric approaches
only require a single realization and experiment reducing the
required measurement time significantly compared to classical
methods with multiple experiments for MIMO systems, [20,
Sec. 3.7]. Finally, the proposed approach exploits smoothness
over the scheduling parameters, leading to enhanced averaging
of noise effects. Hence, shorter measurements can be performed for similar accuracy in terms of variance.
Ongoing work focuses on exploiting the advantages of
recent developments in local rational methods [38] for the
identification of LPV systems. Preliminary results of the 2DLRM have been submitted in [32].
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